Another Refutation of TROH --- Again

By Anna Von Reitz

I have had to comment, repeatedly, about "the Reign of the Heavens Society" and the complete bunk it keeps publishing, but this time they went over the top. Now, they are telling people that all "Yeshuaians" --- followers of Jesus, who adopt a "33 + 3" calendar, are "sealed" by a "Blood Moon" and have to bow knee to their version of "The United States of America".

They are also claiming that this allowed them to ignore the US Postmaster General.

They also claim that The United States of America is a sovereign government. No sane person could make this stuff up without the assistance of hallucinatory drugs.

Let's take these claims in reverse order:

The United States of America is not a sovereign government. It's an unincorporated Holding Company. It's a business with a "doing business as" Proper Name. This particular business structure was formed by the actual sovereign States of the Union in 1776, so that they would have an agent to act for them "mutually" --that is, as a group-- in international and global affairs.

As a Holding Company, The United States of America "holds" various "powers" that belong to the separate and sovereign States. It exercises those powers for the benefit of the States as a group. The United States of America is the first entity ever in receipt of "delegated powers" donated by the States, and it is the Primary Delegator of those powers from 1776 onward.

That is what The United States of America actually is and always was.

Whatever else TROH thinks it is, only God knows, but the same principle I observed recently with regard to the political Left appears to be at work here, too: these people don't actually know what "The United States of America" is or what it was organized to do, so they just make stuff up and redefine it at will.
Judging from their track record and the wild claims they have already made for it, their version of The United States of America is somewhere between the Big Rock Candy Mountain and the Province of Shangri La.

As for ignoring the US Postmaster General, I am sure that the US Postmaster General is relieved that he can ignore them and their claims, too.

The officers of the USA are not subject to the officers of the US and vice-versa. The actual Post Master (land jurisdiction) and Postmaster (sea jurisdiction) of The United States of America can "ignore" the Postmaster General of the United States (air jurisdiction) because they work in different jurisdictions and for different employers. Go figure.

More importantly, TROH has no standing or valid claim to have any Post Office function related to the actual government of this country. Our Post Office and seat of government is founded in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; it existed well-before The War of Independence, and it is still there.

Once again, TROH doesn't understand the difference between USA and US and the various jurisdictions and offices and services involved, so, they apparently just made something up.

Finally, this cult-like spiel about "Blood Moons" and a "33 +3" calendar cycle and that people are "sealed" to obey some bunch of knotheads misrepresenting themselves as The Government of The United States of America---- that whole diatribe is so smelly and off the wall that even an old Dumpster Diver like me takes pause.

As we have discussed before, time doesn't exist. As a result, all calendars are fictitious cataloging systems based on various natural phenomena--- the precession of the constellations, the waning and waxing of the moon, or even the frequency of vibration of a hydrogen atom--- and it is all arbitrary and chosen by men who are about as infallible as weather reports.

There is nothing, absolutely nothing, sacred about any calendar, unless you want to talk about the "calendar" of festivals.

This same group, TROH, got all excited about the end of the Mayan Calendar, too, and were nonplussed as to why the world didn't end on the day they predicted, and why they were not raptured up to become the 144,000 Elect.

Maybe it's because none of them are virgins, they don't follow Yeshua's example, and the Mayans were pagan blood-sacrificers?

Just prior to the Winter Solstice of 2011 TROH was all over the internet, and the basic line was---- sign on with us now, or you can never be one of the super-elite leaders of the Reign of the Heavens Society. Sign up now, Buddy, or you are going to lose your slot in Heaven and never make the grade.
Oh, and send us money --- something like $1500, if I remember correctly -- a substantial sum, to mark your seat and save your place in this wonderful organization of those very, very special people who are called.

They seem to have forgotten that even Yeshua didn't have control of who is actually called, and that no money was ever involved.

The entire history of TROH is the same way. One preposterous episode after another.

It doesn't seem to matter whether the subject is religion or government with them, they just bounce back and forth, making it up as they go.

Now, I can't tell you why they are doing and saying all these whackjob things, but I can tell you that, yes, they are whackjob--- and to run like an antelope away. Just like I remind everyone that English, not Dog Latin, is our official language --and to leave PARSE SYNTAX behind.

Things that don't make sense, and people who want to walk a crooked walk ---leave them behind.

If you have never read the Bible for yourself, now would be a good time. See for yourself what it actually says, so that you are not led astray.

If you have never studied American History (as opposed to US History) now is the time to do that, too, so that you are not misled about your government, either. And always, let your own Shinola Sensor be your guide.

Truth can be stranger than fiction at times, and I can attest to that; but fiction is more usually the strange part of the equation.
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